Word learning has been proposed to rely on unique brain regions including the temporal lobes, and the left temporal lobe appears to be especially important. In order to investigate the role of the left temporal lobe in word learning under different conditions, we tested whether patients with left temporal lobectomies (N ¼6) could learn novel words using two distinct formats. Previous research has shown that word learning in contrastive fast mapping conditions may rely on different neural substrates than explicit encoding conditions (Sharon et al., 2011). In the current investigation, we used a previously reported word learning task that implemented two distinct study formats (Warren and Duff, 2014): a contrastive fast mapping condition in which a picture of a novel item was displayed beside a picture of a familiar item while the novel item's name was presented aurally ("Click on the numbat."); and an explicit encoding (i.e., control) condition in which a picture of a novel item was displayed while its name was presented aurally ("This is a numbat."). After a delay, learning of the novel words was evaluated with memory tests including three-alternative forced-choice recognition, free recall, cued recall, and familiarity ratings. During the fast-mapping study condition both the left temporal lobectomy and healthy comparison groups performed well, but at test only the comparison group showed evidence of novel word learning. Our findings indicate that unilateral resection of the left temporal lobe including the hippocampus and temporal pole can severely impair word learning, and that fast-mapping study conditions do not promote subsequent word learning in temporal lobectomy populations.
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Introduction
Word learning is a critical and commonplace part of human life from infancy through old age, but the neural bases of this ability are still being investigated. Brain regions important for word learning are likely to be concentrated in the left hemisphere given normative left lateralization of related abilities including speech, naming, verbal learning, and semantic memory (Damasio et al., 2004; Frisk and Milner, 1990; Jones-Gotman et al., 1997; Manns et al., 2003; Miceli et al., 1991; Milner, 1972; Tranel, 1991) . Another consideration for localization is that word learning requires memory for arbitrary associations of phonology, visual representations, and semantic knowledge. Thus, word learning might be expected to rely on left-hemisphere brain regions that contribute to declarative memory for facts and events such as the medial temporal lobe (MTL) or relational binding such as hippocampus (Eichenbaum and Cohen, 2001, 2014; Gabrieli et al., 1988; Scoville and Milner, 1957; Squire et al., 2004) . However, recent findings suggest that incidental association of novel items and novel phonology (fast mapping) may promote word learning without relying on the MTL or hippocampus (Sharon et al., 2011) while offering preliminary evidence that the neural substrate of this learning is left temporal pole. When considering localization of word learning to left MTL, left temporal pole, or both, a critical missing datum is whether left-lateralized temporal lobe lesions including both structures are sufficient to impair word learning by any means. We addressed this question by evaluating word learning by explicit encoding or by fast mapping in patients with left anterior temporal lobe resections including left hippocampus, MTL, and temporal pole.
Neural systems that support word learning must encode associations between arbitrary combinations of phonology, imagery, orthography, and meaning (Duff and Brown-Schmidt, 2012 
